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Preface.
The Rinri Project is a full scale scientific experiment requiring the intelligence,
emotions, heart, mind and all five senses of every last human being living on this
planet. Eliciting the participation of every human being on the planet can only occur
in a condition of universal peace. To bring about this condition of peace among all the
human species is the goal and aim of the World Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace
Movement’s program, the First World Peace, 1996-2000. “Introduction: A Scientific
Experiment Called World Peace,”
p.7, The Complete Guide to the Rinri Project (1996)

In recent weeks I have been acutely aware of the time that has passed,
and of the short time remaining to realize the project that inaugurated
this quarterly Newsletter almost twelve years ago: The Circumpolar
Rainbow Bridge. To refresh our noospheric memory circuits, the
vision of the rainbow bridge goes back into the dim horizons of
aboriginal prophecy, to the Book of Genesis—and to reflections of
the destiny of other worlds. In 1981, the vision burst forth as the
satisfying conclusion to an imaginative history of our future entitled,
The Art Planet Chronicles: The Making of the Fifth Ring. Here the
method and victorious purpose of the rainbow bridge occur as a fullblown example of planetary geomancy.
The principles and premises of this rainbow science culled from the chronicles of an alternative
universe were then set forth in Earth Ascending as aspects of the law governing whole systems. 15
years later in the cabana of a small estate in Brasilia, in preparation for the First Planetary Congress
of Biospheric Rights, the vision returned as the only logical conclusion to the biosphere-noosphere
transition. A method—in stages—was immediately formulated for the full activation of the 2080
psi chrono units constituting the noosphere’s telepathic switchboard, the psi bank. These and other
evolutionary practices of the Law of Time would engender the full extent of the rainbow bridge
experiment.
The first stage of this experiment in rainbow science—radiosonics—was initiated July 26, 1996, Blue
Self-Existing Storm, the fourth year of prophecy. It received the name of the Rinri Project during a



presentation at the Rinri Institute in Japan. Rinri means “moral enlightenment.” Since the rainbow
bridge was viewed as the enlightening corrective to the moral endarkenment caused by the nuclear
bomb and atomic science at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945, it seemed only right to call the plan to
put a rainbow around the Earth the Rinri Project. A booklet about the Rinri-Rainbow bridge experiment
was published soon thereafter. To keep people abreast of the project and related matters of the Law of
Time and the synchronic order, the newsletter was also begun, Magnetic Moon, 1996. So commenced
the four years of the First World Peace.
The First World Peace ended in the year 2000. Instead of
peace there came the four years of the harrowing of hell, and
the Campaign for the New Time, 2000-2004. The experiment
continued undaunted with some successes: the Earth
Wizard’s Crystal Moon rainbows in the sky experiment at
Picarquin, Chile, late in 1999, and two crop circles just before
the Day out of Time, one in 2000, and the other in 2006.
These amazing appearances confirmed the Day-out of Time
visualizations of Earth in her magnetic field (2000) and the
Roerich Banner of Peace symbol (2006).
While the work on the rainbow bridge is carried out through the 28-day cube meditation practices
and sequences, the main popular endeavor at this point is to imprint the circumpolar rainbow bridge
image as widely as possible everywhere there is a medium of human
communication so that it begins to saturate the collective unconscious.
So please feel free to take this image and put it on tee shirts, bumper
stickers, web sites, leaflets, billboards, magazines, screen savers,
wherever possible. [You can download a Rainbow Bridge Poster here
for free. Available in many different languages]
At the same time, the principle scientific thrust of the experiment still remains to be fully realized:
The CREST13 Planetary Engineering project—the Noah’s Ark of the Law of Time. But the tide has
turned. The forces of light are gathering in invisible circles of remembrance. This being so, it is well
at this time to tune into the higher mental layers and listen to what is being said. This Newsletter’s
responsibility is to report for the benefit of all beings from whatever quarter, whatever may pertain to
a greater understanding of the purposes and methods behind this great and notable experiment—the
circumpolar rainbow bridge. It is to this noble end that this issue of the Rinri Project Newsletter is
dedicated.



A Few Words From the Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of Galactic
Federations, as gathered by Field Marshal Dor-Jar-El, Galactic Expeditionary Force
I am Dor-Jar-El, Field Marshal for Galactic Expeditionary Forces (GEF). Dor-Jar-El is merely
a password name, and not my operating or given name. When I use this password then I am in
communication with the star base whose mission I am performing. This name functions only with
my vibrational frequency and personal telex code numbers, so it is useless for anyone else to try to
appropriate it. At this time it is mandatory for me to be in communication with my star base on a
continuous basis, for after 5121 years, my mission is now in its absolute final stage—four years to go.
According to the Galactic Federation Manual of Conduct for Officers in the Field, a marshal is an
officer of the highest rank in charge of or controlling an event or gathering such as a pageant, a
procession or ceremony; it could be somebody who is the honoree in a pageant or procession, and who
usually takes the lead at the head of the lines of marchers or performers.
Hence a marshal is one who arranges things in an appropriate order so that they can be used effectively
to gather troops or workers together and organize them, before embarking on a surveillance, a
campaign or expedition; or it may be one who gathers people together and organizes them into an
effective body, and who guides or leads people carefully or in a ceremonious way and who may act as
a marshal at something such as a ceremony, parade, or an epoch making event such as the ejection of a
circumpolar rainbow bridge.
So states the Manual. A GEF field marshal is a special case of one in charge of a planet or any
other celestial body for purposes of domestication, that is, of bringing it into a higher dimension of
consciousness. The nature of such a mission—to be in the field, away from a “home” star base—
always first takes the form of a prolonged surveillance expedition. The surveillance may be performed
in a number of episodes, each connected by a type of reincarnation or re-emanation.
The purpose of expeditionary surveillance is always to gather information, and where possible, to
plant certain types of informational seeds. Any expeditionary surveillance always culminates in a brief
climactic application phase. In this final stage of the process, in a very carefully prepared incarnation
that summarizes all the previous ones, but in a form unique to the disposition of the time, the field
marshal must exert to a) establish the final plan; b) find the correct place or places for the enactment
of the plan; and c) gather the correct personnel and resources to administer the plan in as thoroughly
global a manner as possible.
It is assumed that the final stage of the plan has been sufficiently well-prepared through the
dissemination of the correct timing codes and information base for at least twelve years prior to
application stage, and that this information is adequately dispersed throughout most population areas of
the planet or available to anyone who might be interested wherever they might be. By Magnetic Moon
1, Blue Electric Storm year, the three foregoing components are to be in place.


This is the report: a) The final plan is ready—CREST13, the network telepathic seed bases have
been designed, some centers are under construction but the whole plan needs yet to be properly
implemented. The rainbow bridge circumpolar experiment, on the other hand has been underway
for some twelve years now, and is awaiting the CREST13 for its final stage of activation. b) The
command base has been located for the implementation of the plan, but for the sake of the success of
the plan its exact whereabouts must remain concealed from the general public; and c) resources and
personnel are currently being gathered to create the right management team and financial base for the
implementation of the final stage of the plan. In four years two-way communication with the star bases
will be an easy matter.
This is as much as can be revealed at the moment. This is nothing but general background information,
but now the time is short. Certain of my communiqués to my supervisors at Star Base, such as this one,
are meant to be made public so that a certain few might become more fully aware of the actuality of
the operations in which I am involved. This is a public duty in my role as Field Marshal, GEF, Mission
2012, Velatropa 24.3.
Now I have been requested to share with you a “Few Words From the Elders of the Supreme Star
Council of the Federation of Galactic Federations.” This is information that could no longer be
withheld because it is the closing of the cycle and we are now entering the last chromatic program, the
Blue Electric-Resonant Storm cycle that will take us through the closing and up to the synchronization.
Because this five-year cycle contains the all-important launching of the rainbow bridge, the following
information is critical. It is presented so that there are no illusions and everybody who chooses to be
involved in this project is utterly clear-headed.

1. Awakening from Second-hand Reality: Last Call for Tomorrow
As you know, we have been studying your planet for a very long time, for many cycles even, preparing
for this very moment.
We who speak are Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of Galactic Federations.
You should not presume that because of our title and who we represent that this account is what you
might call science fiction.
The system of the universe beyond the range of your sense perceptions is far greater and more
interesting in its stages of evolvement than the narrow waveband of frequencies encompassed by your
sense organs—even with your microscopes and telescopes.
Beyond logic lies the dimension of creative thought, and beyond creative thought lies the dimension of
the imagination.



Imagination defines the supersensible range of possibilities open to the super conscious states of mind
no longer limited by physical domain conditionings.
This means you cannot come to the true possibilities of the imagination until you have transcended
yourselves as individualistic atoms acting as if you had no responsibility to the rest of reality except to
what you choose to think pertains to you alone.
Because of this most of you are not awake—you live in the sleep of second hand reality. To be awake
means to be fully in Reality.
When you are fully awake you realize there are no new theories about anything, and that no matter
how many ways you describe God or enlightenment, it doesn’t matter anyway.
This is called ascending by means of the scaffold of knowing. When you have reached the top, the
scaffolding is no longer necessary. Dismantle it. If you don’t someone will mistake it for the truth and
create another theory out if. A wise one leaves no traces.
When you have ascended it means you are now awake. Now you will be having many realizations
about Reality. At the same time you may be having such realizations, the rest of the world may still be
busy reinventing itself, that is, re-inventing Reality. But very soon it will run out of the time and space
to keep doing that. Then the world will go “Pop!” When the world goes “Pop!” what will all those
people do who used to spend their time reinventing Reality?
When the world goes “Pop!” all there will be is Reality. It will be very evident—this not a reinvention
of Reality, but Reality itself. It is enough. It does not need to be reinvented and sold under different
names like real estate or fast food or virtual reality.
People will understand that if money had never been invented there never would have been any
reinvention of reality whatsoever, to be sold under different names—names like television, sex
industry, insurance, war, fashion industry, progress or democracy. Money was the first reinvention
of Reality, making you think you needed something instead of Reality, because Reality itself was
somehow, insufficient. Only money can buy you reinvented reality.
Reality is absolutely perfect, always enlightening without need of comment, always changing
yet always remaining the same, infinitely malleable into an infinite number of modes of artistic
expression—the always-available cauldron of cosmic creation.
Even though humans were reinventing Reality for thousands of years, Reality has always been here,
hidden by the Masters of Deception who always insist the reinvention of Reality is the reality, cloaking
their deceptions with slogans proclaiming their reinvention to be the “Real Thing.”



Well, when the world goes “Pop!” the reinvention of reality industries will all be gone in the twinkling
of the eye!
What will happen to all the people who were employed in one way or another by the reinvention of
Reality? What will they do? Will Reality overwhelm them? What can be said to them? What will
communicate to them?
When the world goes “Pop!” perhaps then they will heed the “Last Call for Tomorrow.” Then they may
not be so surprised to see a rainbow bridge around the Earth replacing all their reinventions of Reality.

2. Locating 2012 in the Time Space Cube of Multidimensional Reality
We, the Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of Galactic Federations, communicate to
you through channels of multidimensional paranormality. That is, we speak through various channels,
spanning numerous dimensions in a manner that to you can only be paranormal—beyond the senses
and “ordinary sensibility” of conditioned thought.
This means that through a specially selected medium we can communicate in such a way that this
medium will make as universally available as possible what we are communicating to him.
This communication is a pure expression of the sentiments of the Elders of the Supreme Star Council
of the Federation of Galactic Federations in their desire to assist in the attainment of universal
consciousness upon your planet.
When we speak of 2012, we are speaking of an event point located within the parameters of a
multidimensional reality.
With your telescopes and technology you have attempted to make a map of what you call the universe.
But this is only the physical universe, it is but a thin sliver or layer of the Universal Reality and it
would be a naïve mistake to think it was the whole of it.
In actuality the Universal Reality is an entity of multidimensional grandeur. Most of the dimensions are
supersensible, non-physical and exist as layers of planes of consciousness in a hierarchical construction
that is entirely systematic.
Among the middling dimensions of this Great Universal Reality, are the ones you refer to as time and
space.
Time and space are actually an integration of dimensions extrapolated from the universes of number
and consciousness.



All that is measurable—such as all that you can name and define in your physical plane universe—coexist as a formalization in the universe of number.
This universe of number provides all phenomena with qualities: such as weight, height, volume, depth,
and duration, not to mention code references, the most fundamental numbers of all. But of these you
know virtually nothing.
Duration is a measure proportionate to a cyclic eventuality, the definition given by the dimension of time.
As a convergence of dimensions, time space actually constitutes a cube of singular order, such that
any point in the physical universe is the center point of that cube equidistant to its six sides and eight
vertices or corners.
No matter where you are your perceptions will define a world of up and down, right and left and front
and back. These are the six sides of the time space cube.
Because you can know this, this time space cube also converges with the dimension of consciousness,
such that we may define Reality in its concrete form as a multi-dimensionally conscious time space
cube.
It is the fourth dimension that gives the third-dimensional universe its cubic order.
The fourth dimension is the universal field of paranormality that encloses the third-dimensional reality
or physical universe.
The fourth dimension can only be known or experienced through various states of consciousness.
Where space perceptions reach their limit, the mental time perceptions expand into the invisible
reaches of the fourth-dimensional cube. The fourth-dimensional time cube encloses perfectly the evershifting spheres of third-dimension space perceptions.
In the multidimensional perspective all events are event point convergences of time space and
consciousness. Significant event points are the convergences of time space and consciousness
coinciding with measures of cyclic duration.
In the time space cube a measure of cyclic duration defines the parameters for the unfolding
evolvement of different stages of consciousness.
The minimum duration of such a cyclic unfolding is the fractal time measure of 26,000 Earth years.
2012 is a time space event point where one cyclic measure of consciousness completes its duration of
26,000 years and commences its next such cycle. These cycles are known as “aeons of consciousness.”


3. 2012—New Aeon of Consciousness
We are the Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of Galactic Federations. We speak as
a unified voice of matters that concern all of you. As a unified voice we can only be fully understood
by a unified consciousness. A unified consciousness is not just the consciousness of a single being
unified in itself, but that of a brother/sisterhood of beings unified as a single organism.
Though many of you are now talking about and even writing books and opening websites about 2012,
this is only a symptom of the effect of the rapidly approaching major event point of the changing aeon
of consciousness.
Virtually everyone who is talking or writing about 2012 is passing their intuitive perceptions about the
event through an egoic filter, and presumes, through their work, to be the spokesperson for a particular
point of view which they invariably think is the correct one.
That is because these people have not fully realized their consciousness is still immersed in the aeon of
consciousness that is soon to be terminated. They are not communicating yet from the perspective of
the new aeon of consciousness.
The new aeon of consciousness is the aeon of universal unified consciousness. The old one is the aeon
of the evolution of egoic individualized consciousness.
During this past cycle consciousness emerged from a tribal unconscious of spiritual equality into a
dialectical struggle between those who dominate through the reinvention of reality and those who
uphold the sufficiency of Reality.
This dialectical struggle has created the tension in consciousness that has dominated your planet for the
last six thousand years. This is the struggle between matter and spirit.
All the sacred books and teachers of holy truth have arisen solely for the purpose of upholding the
sufficiency of Reality against the rising tide of its relentless reinvention.
Even so, the followers of these sacred books and holy teachers themselves always end up reinventing
reality and calling it by the name of yet another religion. In this way the “progressive” force of the
upholders of the reinvention of reality come to prevail. The weight of matter always proves superior to
the etheric mantle of spirit, which it easily tears to shreds.
The dialectic between spirit and matter is known as the dialectic of history. This is the “progress” in
time of the re-inventers of reality in their unceasing pursuit of world conquest.
Finally, about 500 years ago, the objective of conquering the entire planet for the benefit of those


upholding the reinvention of reality as the principle purpose of human existence had been attained. The
last remnants of tribal consciousness could be squeezed into the matrix of reinvention. Money could
reign as the supreme arbiter furthering and fomenting ever more escalating reinventions of reality.
Now also the final stage of the present aeon of consciousness was able to flourish. This was the age of
the flowering of ego, the triumph of the individualization of consciousness.
In this final age all vestiges of the tribal unconscious and the older hierarchies of spiritual reality were
trampled underfoot in favor of the complete reinvention of Reality, the new world order. Consciousness
was now privatized and purveyed through media of mass communication. Anyone could think and do
what they wanted—within the limits set by the protectors of the social order. What you call nature was
devalued to the condition of a raw commodity resource bank to be plundered by the first and highest
bidders.
We are the Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of Galactic Federations. We have
studied your planet through different aeons of consciousness.
The aeon now ending is the Aeon of the Testing of Consciousness. It is the testing of the individual
soul. Who you think you are and who you actually are, are two entirely different things.
You have theories about how you came to be which make no sense. You are closer to the truth when
you place God in the position of having created you.
As the emanation of the Higher Reality, the template of your being was “fashioned” by divinely
directed “biological engineers” in another plane of reality.
Your galaxy was selected as a test zone. The test zone was designed by cosmic engineers to
accommodate sequences of aeons of consciousness in which your species was the test case for the
emergence of “spiritual consciousness.”
Following the final testing of the present aeon of consciousness, the new aeon will dawn, the aeon of
the flowering of spiritual consciousness. For this, a new species has been prepared.

4. 2012—Opening the Galactic Root of Prophecy
We are the Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of the Galactic Federations. News of
2012 arrived to your consciousness because of the opening of the galactic root of prophecy.
Before we explain to you what it means to open the galactic root of prophecy, we must first let you
know more about who we are, for otherwise what we have to say might not make sense to you.



As the Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of the Galactic Federations we represent
many levels and orders of the evolvement of cosmic consciousness. There really is no other type of
evolution.
We who speak have attained this possibility because, each in our own way within our own galaxy
family, have gone through a process of initiation that begins with becoming a planetary server.
A planetary server is one who realizes the wisdom of sacrificing his/her individuality—the
idiosyncrasies of the individual ego owing to a clinging to personality and localized identity—on
behalf of the greater whole. Such a sacrifice is carried out specifically for the purpose of serving the
planet as a living entity in need of becoming fully conscious.
No planet supporting intelligent life can become conscious except by the sacrifice of the individual
consciousnesses on the planet’s behalf. When the highest most diversified form of intelligence
supported by a planet can come to this attainment as a species, then the planet attains full
consciousness. This consciousness is called noosphere—planetary mind or mental sphere.
Throughout the universe there are two kinds of planets: Planets with noosphere and planets without
noosphere. Those with noosphere are far fewer than those without, and it is an uncommon feat to attain
such a status, though in the end it is all in conformity to the law of spiritual evolution
We, who speak, the Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of Galactic Federations, have
all experienced the transition of our host planets to the condition of noosphere. We have advanced
to levels of consciousness only possible to entities inhabiting planets with noosphere. We participate
in a large network, the Intergalactic Union for Sufficient Evolution. This Union is one of the many
commissions of the Federation of Galactic Federations.
Each of us who speaks is a unity, a planetary plurality that has attained a kind of cosmic individuation,
but of what you would call a collective nature.
The duty of the Intergalactic Union for Sufficient Evolution is to remain ever watchful for planet’s
sustaining intelligent life on the verge of taking the next step in their evolution—the step to noosphere.
Long ago we saw your planet was being prepared. Already the cetaceans—whales and dolphins—had
attained the level of preliminary noosphere. That is, complete collective species wide telepathic mind.
But the human species, though very advanced on land, had yet to overcome the individualistic phase of
the evolution of consciousness. There were many reasons for this, which will slowly become apparent
to you as we proceed with our communiqué.
Once we had studied your planet sufficiently enough to gauge the next phase of its evolution—then we
put the plan in motion, opening the galactic root of prophecy.
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Now, we know on your planet, through its cycle of struggle between matter and spirit, that beings
appeared among you from time to time who were known as prophets. Prophets only appear in a
planetary medium when the evolutionary cycle engages the struggle between spirit and matter.
Whenever it appears—from our perspective, of course—that matter will get the upper hand of spirit,
then a prophet is sent.
Though all prophets come bearing the same universal message of the unity of all creation and the
necessity of subjecting the individual will to the intelligent unifying force sustaining the unity, they
always appeared within a local tribal community horizon. As a result the universal message eventually
became cloaked in localized or sectarian dogma, expressed with words or terminologies that were
difficult to translate from one language to another.
But once your civilization became unified by the inevitable conquest of matter over spirit, the planetary
horizon opened up. That is, the possibility to think on a planetary rather than a local or tribal scale
became possible. When it became possible to entertain a planetarization of consciousness—something
beyond the individual, tribal or national identity—the potential for noosphere ripened.
In order to prepare for the noosphere—the first stage in becoming a member of the community of
galactic consciousness—the galactic root of prophecy had to be opened. A prophecy of a truly galactic
nature had to be prepared as well as a special messenger to deliver this prophecy. This would have
to be done in such a way that the message would be unassailably accurate for that moment when the
manifestation of the noosphere would be the only way the planet could avoid destruction due to the
apparent triumph of matter over spirit.
Such a prophet would need to be endowed with the higher knowledge of the cyclic nature of
evolutionary cycles on planets with a potential for noosphere. From such knowledge, and with super
conscious skill, such a prophet would then be able to determine when in the planetary cycle the
noosphere would be imminent, if the right conditions prevailed.
From that knowledge he could prepare the prophetic information in such a way that it would draw
attention and be understood at precisely the moment in time when it would be required. This is not an
easy task. For this reason the assignment is known as opening the galactic root of prophecy.

5. Galactic Time and Prophecy
Where does prophecy come from? Why are the major prophecies of your planet geared to some kind of
end time? Who or what defines the end time? These are inevitable questions of the curious.
Of all prophets and messengers the most advanced are those you refer to as avatars. As defined by
your language, an avatar is a divine descent embodying some cosmic law or principle necessary for
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the further advancement of spirit over matter. Ultimately when life gets sufficiently spiritualized, then
matter too will become spiritualized. There is no duality. Everyone will be a prophet.
An avatar as an embodiment of divine law could only be so because there are dimensions of reality
higher than what is known or perceived in the general consciousness prevailing in the contemporary
Earth culture. Avatars are prepared in these higher dimensions. They come down as it were on a ladder
or stairway from heaven.
It is in the higher dimensions of the existential universe, for instance, that the Council of Star Elders
gathers, and also where the Intergalactic Union of Sufficient Evolution, is stationed. We are in the 11th
dimension. It is we who prepare the avatars, because with us is deposited all of the knowledge of the
universal time space cube.
Within this cube are to be found the nine time dimensions. Of these, four time dimensions govern all
aspects of the galactic evolutionary time knowledge. The other five, including the ninth, the master
coordinating time dimension, govern and coordinate radial time. Radial time includes all the alternate
universe possibilities. It is only possible to think of radial time once noosphere has been attained.
But it is the four outer time dimensions governing all aspects of the cosmos as an evolutionary process
from matter to consciousness that pertain to the issue of prophecy and its relation to the struggle
between spirit and matter.
These four outer time dimensions function as a multiple track recording. All the universe as you
know it, and even beyond what you presently know, is a function of the four overlays—multiple track
recording—of galactic time. To be the avatar of the noosphere—the 2012 prophecy as you call it—you
would have to be prepared first in the 11th dimensional knowledge of the time space matrices that
constitute the universal multi-dimensional time space cube.
You would have to be a master who comprehends both the nature of the four track time recording as
well as all of the different programs played on these tracks according to their evolutionary level and
moments of cyclic duration. Only with such knowledge would you then be allowed to incarnate on the
planet in need of the noospheric prophecy.
To do so you would have to appear in a planetary cultural medium already prepared with the basic
information encoding the cyclic knowledge necessary to prepare for the noosphere in the time it would
be manifesting.
It is for this reason that the Maya civilization was brought about in Central America. For here we could
plant the correct galactic time knowledge, and develop a civilization based on this knowledge.
We could then assure that the knowledge was keyed precisely to the cosmic evolutionary cycle when
12

the appearance of the noosphere would be the only solution to save the planet. And we would have to
send down the avatar at the exact moment when this knowledge would ripen in a way that a prophecy
would be an appropriate resolution to the overall life situation of the avatar sent for the mission.
Knowledge of the four time tracks is fundamental to opening the galactic root of prophecy. Galactic
time is a synchronization of events happening in a number of different dimensions or planes of reality
simultaneously.

6. Galactic Time and Consciousness
Galactic time is inseparable from the field of galactic consciousness. The different dimensions that
constitute galactic time are knowable through the mental spheres. These mental spheres exist in the
human but have scarcely been developed or recognized for what they are.
The four time tracks of “outer time” are coordinated by four time-lenses that project them on to
any one of the first four mental spheres. These mental spheres are the pre-conscious, subconscious,
conscious, and continuing conscious.
The programs of the time tracks refer to functions of higher galactic consciousness. Each of the four
functions of higher galactic consciousness represents a specific information template. All together the
range of programs of these templates define the spectrum of the evolution of cosmic consciousness.
These four templates are:
1. Wisdom of the primordial meditation (samadhi) of the One—consciousness of cosmic creation;
2. Wisdom of the knowledge of the “temple”—the structure of consciousness;
3. Knowledge of the cube—the science of consciousness; and
4. Knowledge of the sphere of the harmonic of polar light—the technology of consciousness.
These four templates of consciousness are projected through the time lenses of the four time track
overlays upon any of the four mental spheres as a simultaneity of on-going cosmic creation. The
galactic root of prophecy is opened through knowledge of particular convergences of programs within
the different time tracks.
Remember: From the higher dimensions time space is a vast multi-dimensional cube. The four time
tracks project within this cube.
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What you refer to as 2012 is one of these multiple track convergences. Even though it is merely a year
marker on the present world calendar, everything has been carefully coded as a reference number as
well.
In 2012 there are two numbers, 20 and 12. In the vigesimal code 20 is the highest unit number and
means totality, completeness. It also refers to the archetype of the sun, the star around which a planet
revolves. So 20 also indicates solar power as experience of totality.
12 is the number of the temple, of the crystal, and also refers to the archetype of the human. So 2012
is a coded reference to the new human ripened to enter the solar temple to learn about the nature of
the Totality that he has become. The solar temple represents the intelligent phase in the evolution of
matter—the advent of the solar human, the new evolutionary type suitable for the noosphere.
We who speak are the Elders of the Supreme Star Council of the Federation of the Galactic
Federations. We present this information in the spirit of inter-galactic cooperation. Listen well. Practice
wisely what you already know of the higher codes of time. All will go well. Remember: we continue to
keep a close watch on your planet. We know who you are.
End of Communiqué
Galactic telex download complete,
Kin 119, Blue Lunar Storm
Kali 18, Crystal Rabbit Moon of Cooperation
White Lunar Wizard Year
N.S. 1. 20. 12. 18
Filed by Dor-Jar-El
Field Marshal Galactic Expeditionary Force
Mission 2012, V.24.3
Klatu Barada Nikto
The Galactic Federation comes in peace!
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Synchronic Code Readout: Kin 122 White Overtone Wind
« NS1.20.12.21, New Sirius Cycle, Galactic Spin 30
« Day 329 White Lunar Wizard Year, AD 2007-2008
« Crystal Rabbit Moon of Cooperation
« Wind: The mandala has “already been laid out since the beginning.” Wind communicates spirit, the
essence of which is the mandala of the original cosmic order.
« Padmasambhava 21. “The nature of the mind that is inherent awareness is (none other than) the
spontaneously perfected Trikaya.”
« Ibn al-Arabi 21. Sad, Earth, the death-giver (Stage Four, the Elemental Globes)
« Telektonon Day 21, Cube 15. Eagle Vision. Eighth Lha, Awesome Blowing Six Turquoise Winds,
guardian of “Ton,” the power of sound to become Vision. “Faith leads to success; fear and doubt lead
to failure.”
« Telektonon Board: 2011-2012, New Heaven New Earth, internalizing telepathic conscious
« Court of the Perfection of Inner Wisdom: Hall of the Eagle. Mind transforms the Telektonon of
Wisdom.
« 20 Tablets, Year Eleven, Sixteen-Year Cube of the Law, Week 567
« CA Planetary Manitou, Third Year Way of Wielding Power
« Third Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Year 3, Week 47 Moon 12
« Mystery of the Stone, Fourth Ring, Heptad 198, Sixteenth Quarter
« Fourth Year, Heptagonon of Mind of Earth, Oracle of the Initiation—Kali Seals the Initiation
« Victory Catalyzes Mystery of the Stone
« Annual Cube Eleven, Monkey Magic, Conscious Plane of Will, Externalizing Instinctual Intelligence
« Eighth Year, Second Creation, Cycle of Self-Perfection, Camelot Restored
« Realm of the Fourth Lord of Time, Black Iron Garuda Crest, Guardian of the Third Power of Nine
(27)—Time of Rule: BC 920 – BC 189.
« 20 Tablets: Annual Chronograph Tablet 11, Chronograph: Monkey Genesis, Monkey Wavespell 11,
Blue Western Castle of Burning, Court of Magic.
« Chronograph Moon Kin 142: White Crystal Wind moon -9,987 to -9,887
« Baktun-Moon Correlation—Moon of Baktun 12 “Hidden Seed”, left knee of Fourth Lord of the Ring
« Interplanetary Noosphere Ring: Manifest Presence of Black Iron Garuda Crest, sixth pulsation cycle,
Awesome Vast Blue Sky, SP+Jupiter
« 7:7::7:7 code: My role is to accomplish the actions of the Buddha. I discharge the Mental Electron
Neutron (MEN) to the center of the Earth
« Telektonon Prophecy: Section 2, “Nah Chan: The Palace of Bolon Ik”, verses 15-10,
« Dreamspell: Kin 122, White Overtone Wind
« Harmonic 31. Resonant Input, Inform Flowering of Attunement
« Biphasic Codon 4: Calling the Source—Tree shapes space
« Long Count: 74 White Solar Wizard, 12.19.15.7.14
« Haab: Vinal 17, 8 Kayab “With the song and the rhythm”
« Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 242, White Galactic Wind
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« SBTS. 15.10
« Quarterly Rune, Codon 43, 8th stage
« Weekly Codon Cube, Codon 31, Temple of Being—Cosmic awareness empowers space
« Cube center, radiate silio and UR rune 43
« Blue Lunar Self-generation-Rhythmic Abundance Overtone Chromatic 67
« Yellow Sun-Seed Fire Chromatic, middle finger (right hand)
« Blue Week Three: Proclaim victory of Prophecy—Blue patience transforms conduct
« 7:7::7:7 Third week—occult aphasic, secret initiation, “Now I embody cosmic power of death”; blue
occult Time Atom, Heptagonon of Mind of Earth. Seven years of Mystery of the Stone, 2004-2011
« Futhark, American Plate cubed upon tympanum of inner of Earth
« Leaf of the Cube.
« Yellow Magnet sent by South to North, white heart Chakra
« Planet Holon, Core family, Earth Zone: Equatorial Southeast Asia-Indonesia
« Dynamics of Time, 2.5 “The comprehensive whole system experience of the Galactic Brain at any
given moment due to the full-spectrum variability of the disposition of the stellar masses throughout
the entire field is supremely aesthetic in nature.”
Offered freely for the enlightenment of all beings, on behalf of Sirius Mission 2.15.7, Time
Engineering Division, Galactic Expeditionary Force, Galactic Research Institute, Great Southern Land,
Night Zone, V.24.3
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